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5601Bridge Street, Suite 300

Fort Worth, Texas 76112

214-299-0039

Web: www.unghi-international.com

E-mail: unghisports@gmail.com

Facebook: unghi international

Unghi International was created with the sole purpose of improving aquatic and gymnastic competition. The

company founders are a group of former athletes and coaches, having achieved success in various

international sports at the World Championships, Pan-American, and Olympic games. They have also played

an important part in the development of sports federations and international judging. They have garnered

international recognition by combining sports experience with innovative thinking and integrating it into

internationally renowned aquatic and gymnastic event spaces.

Eduardo Rueda is the driving force behind Unghi International team with the support of the entire Rueda

family of athletes and coaches, one of the most recognized families in the aquatic disciplines, known for

their achievements in swimming and diving over the last 40 years.

Our belief as a company is that sports at an international level has a dynamic that evolves daily by increasing

and developing biomechanical techniques. Thus, it is essential for an athlete’s development to have the most

advanced equipment to help them improve each and every one of the specific movements that make up the

current needs of the Sports Disciplines.

Unghi International is dedicated to identifying and sourcing specialized training equipment necessary in the

construction and renovation of sports facilities for the international athlete with the endorsement of

International Athletic Authorities.

The human factor is paramount in this company. Special attention is given to training and continuously

developing administrative and operative personnel to provide the pinnacle of service with the quality and

efficiency that our customers demand.

Sincerely,

UNGHI INTERNATIONAL LLC

UNGHI INTERNATIONAL
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UNGHI INTERNATIONAL DIVING RESUME

Unghi International, is a company dedicated to the commercialization, construction and

importation of different sports products specialized on the sales of Diving equipment.

Some of the companies and institutions that have favored us with their confidence:

Headquarters: Dallas, Texas

Branches abroad: México, City.

Unghi International

UNGHI INTERNATIONAL
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SHORT STAND 

ONE METER 

TOWER

UI-0100

Short Stand One 

Meter Tower  MAIN 

SUPPORT: (Does not 

include Fulcrum 

Assembly or Stand 

Box)  

No Color

Special Bases to receive 1 m trampoline, Maxiflex B 16,

Short Stand (Base and Fulcrum) Stainless steel-made

boot system, patented by Unghi International. Fulcrum

or system of base mobile to throw with steering wheel

and roller, that is subject to the floor with an anchor of

1.5 tons capacity (patented). Rear base of trampoline

with special hinges to attach trampoline Maxiflex model

B by Duraflex hole anchor (patented). 

Piece  $      2,990.00 

SHORT STAND 

ONE METER 

TOWER

UI-0101

Short Stand One 

Meter Tower  MAIN 

SUPPORT: (Does not 

include Fulcrum 

Assembly or Stand 

Box)  

No Color

Special Bases to receive 1 m trampoline, Maxiflex B 16,

Short Stand (Base and Fulcrum) Stainless steel-made

boot system, patented by Unghi International. Fulcrum

or system of base mobile to throw with steering wheel

and roller, that is subject to the floor with an anchor of

1.5 tons capacity (patented). Rear base of trampoline

with special hinges to attach trampoline Maxiflex model

B by Duraflex hole anchor (patented). 

Piece  $      2,990.00 

SHORT STAND 

ONE METER 

TOWER

UI-0103

Short Stand One 

Meter Tower  MAIN 

SUPPORT: (Does not 

include Fulcrum 

Assembly or Stand 

Box)  

No Color

Special Bases to receive 1 m trampoline, Maxiflex B 16,

Short Stand (Base and Fulcrum) Stainless steel-made

boot system, patented by Unghi International. Fulcrum

or system of base mobile to throw with steering wheel

and roller, that is subject to the floor with an anchor of

1.5 tons capacity (patented). Rear base of trampoline

with special hinges to attach trampoline Maxiflex model

B by Duraflex hole anchor (patented). 

Piece  $      2,990.00 

SOMERSAULT 

CHAIR
UI-0172 Somersault chair No Color

Structural steel turntable with swivel steering wheel

and special seat adaptations to receive a diver,

covered with polyfoam mattress and heavy duty

canvas as well as special safety belts for diving. 

Piece  $      2,895.00 

SURFACES FOR 

PLATFORM AND 

TOWER

UI-0154 Rubber  (6 mm)
Red, green, 

grey and blue

This material is recommended for platforms, transit areas

in the pool and in wet areas or in areas that are in

constant contact with water.

- It is completely anti-slip or non-slip, and it is a material

of rough use.

-Also used as a material for track and field surfaces, it is

recommended by FINA for international events such as

Olympic Games and World Championships.

-It is quoted per square foot.

-If you need advice for the proper installation please do

not hesitate in contacting us.

(Minimum order of 65 square meter)

Square 

foot
 $         5.95 

SURFACES  FOR 

PLATFORM AND 

TOWER

UI-0155 Rubber  (8 mm)
Red, green, 

grey and blue

This material is recommended for platforms, transit areas

in the pool and in wet areas or in areas that are in

constant contact with water.

- It is completely anti-slip or non-slip, and it is a material

of rough use.

-Also used as a material for track and field surfaces, it is

recommended by FINA for international events such as

Olympic Games and World Championships.

-It is quoted per square foot.

-If you need advice for the proper installation please do

not hesitate in contacting us.

(Minimum order of 65 square meter)

Square 

foot
 $         7.80 

PRICE LIST DIVING PRODUCTS 2019

UNGHI INTERNATIONAL
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SURFACES  FOR 

PLATFORM AND 

TOWER

UI-0156 Rubber  (13 mm)
Red, green, 

grey and blue

This material is recommended for platforms, transit areas

in the pool and in wet areas or in areas that are in

constant contact with water.

- It is completely anti-slip or non-slip, and it is a material

of rough use.

-Also used as a material for track and field surfaces, it is

recommended by FINA for international events such as

Olympic Games and World Championships.

-It is quoted per square foot.

-If you need advice for the proper installation please do

not hesitate in contacting us.

(Minimum order of 65 square meter)

Square 

foot
 $         9.70 

SURFACES  FOR 

PLATFORM AND 

TOWER

UI-0157
Surface Platform                        

Square meter
Black

Unghi International has been a provider of this non-slip

rough top material for over 15 years, to the world's best

dive and gyms facilities, giving the divers the confidence

of a good grip at the moment of diving.

-If you need advice for the proper installation you can

contact us and we direct you with our speciallist.

-The price for this product is per square meter

- We recommend 2 types of measures ( One square

meter) since these are the standard measures for a

proper installation in the platform's surface or in the

areas where you wanted to be placed.

-If you require a different measure, please do not

hesitate in contact us.

(Minimum order of 65 square meter)

Linear 

foot
 $        23.50 

MATS UI-0125 Mats

Blue, red, 

beige, green,  

grey and 

black

High resilience and density foam cushion on dry

trampolines includes special fabric (if enclosed) or vinyl

(in case of being open) and high strength closure with

measures of 2mx1mx10cm, 7ftx3ftx4in - (Our experience

tells us that the correct dimensions are necessary for a

better performance) - All our mattresses and materials

have been used by the best divers in the world, world

champions, Olympic champions and in different gyms or

pools where we have use our equipment, has always

beeing a great acceptance by the divers and their

coaches.

Piece  $         240.00 

MATS UI-0126 Mats

Blue, red, 

beige, green,  

grey and 

black

High resilience and density foam cushion on dry

trampolines includes special fabric (if enclosed) or vinyl

(in case of being open) and high strength closure with

measures of 2.00mx1.00mx20cm, 7ftx4ftx8in - (Our

experience tells us that the correct dimensions are

necessary for a better performance) - All our mattresses

and materials have been used by the best divers in the

world, world champions, Olympic champions and in

different gyms or pools where we have use our

equipment, has always beeing a great acceptance by

the divers and their coaches.

Piece  $         335.00 

MATS UI-0127 Mats

Blue, red, 

beige, green,  

grey and 

black

High resilience and density foam cushion on dry

trampolines includes special fabric (if enclosed) or vinyl

(in case of being open) and high strength closure with

measures of 2.20mx1.20mx20cm, 7ftx4ftx8in -(Our

experience tells us that the correct dimensions are

necessary for a better performance) - All our mattresses

and materials have been used by the best divers in the

world, world champions, Olympic champions and in

different gyms or pools where we have use our

equipment, has always beeing a great acceptance by

the divers and their coaches.

Piece  $         385.00 
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MATS UI-0128 Mats

Blue, red, 

beige, green,  

grey and 

black

High resilience and density foam cushion on dry

trampolines includes special fabric (if enclosed) or vinyl

(in case of being open) and high strength closure with

measures of 2.40mx2.00mx40cm, 8ftx7ftx16in -(Our

experience tells us that the correct dimensions are

necessary for a better performance) - All our mattresses

and materials have been used by the best divers in the

world, world champions, Olympic champions and in

different gyms or pools where we have use our

equipment, has always beeing a great acceptance by

the divers and their coaches.

Piece  $      1,135.00 

MATS UI-0129 Mats

Blue, red, 

beige, green,  

grey and 

black

High resilience and density foam cushion on dry

trampolines includes special fabric (if enclosed) or vinyl

(in case of being open) and high strength closure with

measures of 2.40mx2.00mx1.00m, 8ftx7ftxft3 -(Our

experience tells us that the correct dimensions are

necessary for a better performance) - All our mattresses

and materials have been used by the best divers in the

world, world champions, Olympic champions and in

different gyms or pools where we have use our

equipment, has always beeing a great acceptance by

the divers and their coaches.

Piece  $      2,300.00 

RIGID MATS UI-0130 Rigid mats

Blue, red, 

beige, green,  

grey and 

black

Rigid mats of polypropylene covered with special

canvas for jumpers, exits, abdomen, lumbar and

exercises of isometric force and plyometrics of

1.22mx.91cmx15.24cm, measures subject to

technical request of responsible trainer.                                                                                                             

Are recommended for use as a platform and train

group exercises 100, 200, 300, 400, 600

Its use is very simple for the weight and its firmness

can be loaded by children or young people of 10

years without difficulty of injuries                                                                                                                                 

If other measures are required contact Unghi

International

 $         195.00 

RIGID MATS UI-0131 Rigid mats

Blue, red, 

beige, green,  

grey and 

black

Rigid mats of polypropylene covered with special

canvas for jumpers, exits, abdomen, lumbar and

exercises of isometric force and plyometrics of

1.22mx1.82mx15.24 cm, measures subject to

technical request of responsible trainer.                                                                                                             

Are recommended for use as a platform and train

group exercises 100, 200, 300, 400, 600

Its use is very simple for the weight and its firmness

can be loaded by children or young people of 10

years without difficulty of injuries                                                                                                                                 

If other measures are required contact Unghi

International

 $         395.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1071-4

Complete 

Competition 

Trampoline

Blue, red and 

beige

FIG approved, dimension 910x305x115 cm ,4x4 mm

nylon jumping bed, with safety tables, mats, and

one pair lifting roller stands，double supports.118

springs

Set  $    12,292.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1071-5

Complete 

Competition 

Trampoline

Blue, red and 

beige

FIG approved, dimension 910x305x115 cm ,4x5 mm

nylon jumping bed, with safety tables, mats, and

one pair lifting roller stands，double supports.118

springs

Set  $    12,292.00 
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TRAMPOLINE UI-1151
Complete 

Trampoline

Blue, red and 

beige

Dimension:910x305x115 cm ,6x6 mm nylon jumping

bed, with safety tables, mats, and one pair lifting

roller stands，double supports.118 springs

Set  $    11,933.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1152

Competition 

Trampoline 

frame

Blue, red and 

beige

Dimension：518x305x115 cm, 4x6 mm nylon

jumping bed, with one pair lifting roller stands,

without safety tables and mats, double supports.

Set  $      7,437.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1152-1

Competition 

Trampoline 

frame

Blue, red and 

beige

FIG approved, dimension：518x305x115 cm, 4x5

mm nylon jumping bed, with one pair lifting roller

stands, without safety tables and mats, double

supports.

Set  $      7,531.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1152-2
Competition 

Trampoline

Blue, red and 

beige

FIG approved, dimension：518x305x115 cm, 4x4

mm nylon jumping bed, with one pair lifting roller

stands, without safety tables and mats, double

supports.

Set  $      7,531.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1153-1
Safety table of 

trampoline
No Color Without safety mats, Dimension：260x176x115cm Pair  $      2,233.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1159
Master 

trampoline

Blue, red and 

beige
457×275×97cm, 13x13mm nylon jumping bed Set  $      6,394.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1155 Pads for frame
Blue, red and 

beige
Thickness 3cm Set  $      1,221.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1156-1

Landing mats for 

competition 

trampoline

Blue, red and 

beige
Thickness 20cm，total area 64m² Set  $    11,623.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1156-2

Landing mats for 

competition 

trampoline （2 

trampoline 

combination）

Blue, red and 

beige

Thickness 20cm，total area 102m²,the combination

made of 173 × 2 × 0.2M mats.
Set  $    14,193.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-1205
Inclined Safety 

Mats

Blue, red and 

beige
Dimension：300×240×20cm Set  $      2,764.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1072 Jumping bed No Color

Dimension：428x214 cm, 4x6 mm nylon jumping

bed, with arch bars
Piece  $      2,667.00 
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REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1072-1 Jumping bed No Color

Dimension：428x214 cm, 4x5mm nylon jumping

bed, with arch bars, FIG approved.
Piece  $      2,320.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1072-4 Jumping bed No Color

Dimension：428x214 cm, 13x13mm nylon jumping

bed, with arch bars
Piece  $      1,922.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1073-6 Jumping bed No Color

Dimension：366×183cm，6x6mm nylon jumping

bed, with arch bars
Piece  $      1,801.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1073-12 Jumping bed No Color

Dimension：366×183cm，13x13mm nylon jumping

bed, with arch bars
Piece  $      1,450.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1158-1

jumping bed for 

master 

trampoline

No Color 13x13 mm nylon web, jumping bed 366X183cm Piece  $      1,480.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1076

complete 

trampoline 

springs

FIG approved， 110 middle springs，dimension 

Ф3×Ф29×256mm，8 big springs，dimension 

Ф4×Ф40×264mm Æ3×Æ29×256mm 110pcs 

Æ4×Æ40×264mm 8pcs

Set  $      1,314.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1076-1

trampoline 

springs
FIG approved 0.3×2.9×25.7cm Piece  $             8.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1076-2

trampoline 

springs
FIG approved 0.25×2×14.5cm Piece  $             3.00 

REPLACEMENT 

TRAMPOLINE 
UI-1076-3

trampoline 

springs
FIG approved 0.4×4×26.4cm Piece  $             9.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-0106
Trampoline 

springs
Spring  0.3×2.9×25.7cm Piece  $             5.40 
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TWISTING BELTS UI-1176-1 Twisting belts No Color Inner diameter: 37cm Piece  $         866.00 

ADJUSTABLE 

SPOTTING BELT
UI-1175

Adjustable spotting 

belt
No Color length 112cm Piece  $         147.00 

ACCESSORIES 

SPOTTING 

EQUIPMENT

UI-0118 Rope Static 12 MM No Color

Number of falls (min.): 20

Elongation (50-150 kg) (%): 3.2

Used material: PA

CE 1019: Yes

rope diameter (mm): 12

Shrinkage (%): 1.8

Min. Tenacity with knots (kN): 25

Rope type: A

EN 1891: Yes

Weight (g/m): 92

Tenacity (kN): 42

NFPA 1983 2012 edition: No

Relative mass of sheat (%): 35 

Sheat slippage (mm): 4

Rope Static 12.00mm 

This excellent rope with low elongation and high static strength

is intended primarily for work at height and for securing people

above vertical drops. The thicker the diameter, the stronger the

rope.

10ft  $        11.70 

ACCESSORIES 

SPOTTING 

EQUIPMENT

UI-0119
Classic static rope 

12.5mm
No Color

Color: White/Red

Type: Max Wear

MBS: 42 kN (9442 lbf)

Weight: 104 g/m

Diameter: 12.5 mm (1/2")

Length: 200 m (656 ft)

Elongation: 2.1% at 300 lbf | 3.4% at 600 lbf | 5.8% at 1000 lbf

Elongation @ 10% MBS: 5.6%

Material: Nylon Sheath/Nylon Core Classic

static rope has been at the heart of mountaineering and

caving worldwide for over 30 years. Extreme durability and

substance you can rely on are what this rope is known for. Built

to exacting Cordage Institute Life Safety Rope requirements,

this rope features a hard-wearing 16-carrier nylon sheath and a

static core design. Classic Sport rope normally features an EZ-

Bend Sheath, offering a fine balance between extraordinary

abrasion-resistance and good knotability. For even greater

abrasion resistance, consider asking about MaxWear.

Characterized by greater sheath tension, the knotability of

Classic MaxWear is not anything to write home about, but for

durability it simply cannot be beat. 

10ft  $        16.90 

ACCESSORIES 

SPOTTING 

EQUIPMENT

UI-0120 Rope Static 13 MM
White, Red 

and Blue

Number of falls (min.): 20

Elongation (50-150 kg) (%): 3.3

Used material: PA

CE 1019: Yes

rope diameter (mm): 13

Shrinkage (%): 1.8

Min. Tenacity with knots (kN): 27

Rope type: A

EN 1891: Yes

Weight (g/m): 109

Tenacity (kN): 42

NFPA 1983 2012 edition: No

Relative mass of sheat (%): 46 

Sheat slippage (mm): 0 Rope

Static 13.00 mm

This excellent rope with low elongation and high static strength

is intended primarily for work at height and for securing people

above vertical drops. The thicker the diameter, the stronger the

rope.

10ft  $        14.90 
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ACCESSORIES 

SPOTTING 

EQUIPMENT

UI-1177
Pulley for 

Spotting system

Include one single pulley and one double pulley, 

length 15cm, dimension of pulley is 3cm
Set  $         103.50 

ACCESSORIES 

SPOTTING 

EQUIPMENT

UI-0121 Double pulley No Color

Double pulley with mobile side plates. Up to three

connectors can be hooked in the large eyelet plus

one connector in the smaller eyelet.

Model: Obirter T

Main characteristics:

made of anodized light alloy;

sheaves mounted on ball bearings;

presents an auxiliary attachment point for creating

different hauling systems;

for use with ropes Ø ≤ 13 mm;

designed for hauling systems and deviations.

Piece  $         125.00 

ACCESSORIES 

SPOTTING 

EQUIPMENT

UI-0122 Single Pulley

Pulley with mobile side plates that allow the

insertion of any connector.

Model: Orbiter S

Main characteristics:

made in anodized light alloy;

sheaves mounted on ball bearings;

for use with ropes Ø ≤ 13 mm;

designed for hauling systems and deviations.

Piece  $           84.00 

ACCESSORIES 

SPOTTING 

EQUIPMENT

UI-0123 Carabiner

The Ozone carabiner is designed for use on

mounting, ascending and descending pulleys and

on the securing devices. Its almost oval shape

makes it easy to handle.

Screw closure, Keylock, anodized.

Trigger opening: 20 mm.

26 KN.

CE 1019 at 362 in 12275

Piece  $           13.00 

ACCESSORIES 

SPOTTING 

EQUIPMENT

UI-0124 Kit Spotting ring

Rope Static 12 mm (30ft)

Double pulley  (1 piece)

Single Pulley   (1 piece)       

Carabiner     (2 piece)        

Set  $         387.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-0107
Structure for 

trampoline

Structure for trampoline Made of structural

steel PTR with perimeter adaptations by hooks

to insert springs with the appropriate measures

5.18m x 3.05m, these measures can be

manipulated and adapted according to the

customer's requirement.

Piece  $      2,995.00 

TRAMPOLINE UI-0108
Safety protection 

for trampoline

Safety protection for trampoline or for trampoline

frame, made of polystyrene and special fabric

cover (for outdoors) and water repellent canvas

(for indoors)

Piece  $      1,555.00 
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TRAMPOLINE UI-0109 Trampoline

Red, Blue, 

beige, green, 

orange and 

grey 

In case of requiring these materials, you must have a dry

pit with measures of 5mx3mx 1.70 m and the following

concepts:

Professional elastic bed for diving model 1072-4, hand-

woven reinforced special canvas for special nail

bedding, specially adapted for folding measures of

13mm x 13mm.

Stainless steel springs UNGHI -Made of stainless steel, for

diving trampoline, measures depending on the

customer's adaptation, with grip, firmness and special

elongation to receive bed or elastic canvas,

recommended measures 25.7cm Length and 29mm

diameter.

Structure for trampoline model UNGHI - Made of

structural steel PTR with perimeter adaptations by hooks

to insert springs with the appropriate measures 5.18m x

3.05m, these measures can be manipulated and

adapted according to the customer's requirement.

To obtain prices for these products, please contact

Unghi International:

https://unghi-

international.com/index.php/home/contact/

Set

 Approximate 

price $6,750.00 

USD, 

depending on 

the needs of 

the place and 

the customer 

PORTABLE FOAM 

LANDING PIT
UI-0135

Portable foam 

landing pit
No Color

Portable dry pit, made of galvanized steel with

transit areas.

Contact Unghi International to request quotation:

https://unghi-

international.com/index.php/home/contact/

unghisports@gmail.com

Set  $                -   

FOAM CUBES 

FOR DRYLAND
UI-0137

Foam cubes for 

dryland

Red,  Blue, 

Green, 

orange, grey, 

black, pink 

and white 

High density foam rubber cubs model UI-0137

Special foam and resilience, specially for

diving.The cub measures are 20cm x 20cm x 20cm. 

Piece  $             2.35 

FOAM LANDING 
PIT

UI-0133 Foam landing  pit

Red,  Blue, 
Green, orange, 

grey, black, 
pink and white 

Quantity of approximate cubicod meters to fill the
Fossa 62 cubic meter.

Square 
meter

 $      280.00 

SAFETY PADS UI-0144 Safety Pads

Blue, red, 

beige, green, 

grey and 

black

Safety protection for dryland trench, model UI-

0144 Measures 50cm x 50cm or according to the

adaptation of the client's area, lined with

polystyrene and reinforced with canvas (for

indoors) or canvas water proof (for outdoors),

measures of length and width according to the

intended area. Contact Unghi International to

request quotation:                                                    

https://unghi- 

international.com/index.php/home/contact/unghi

sports@gmail.com

Set  $                -   

SAFETY PADS UI-0145 Safety Pads

Blue, red, 

beige, green, 

grey and 

black

Safety protection for dryland trench, model UI- 0145

Measures 50cm x 50cm or according to the adaptation

of the client's area, lined with polystyrene and

reinforced with canvas (for indoors) or canvas water

proof (for outdoors), measures of length and width

according to the intended area. Contact Unghi

International to request quotation:                                                    

https://unghi- 

international.com/index.php/home/contact/unghisports

@gmail.com

Set  $                -   
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POOL SIDE 

PLATFORM
UI-0148

   Pool Side 

Platform
No Color

Pool side platform, made of stainless steel and non-slip

surface, measures: 2.44m x 1.22m x .10cm, .20cm, .40cm

and .50cm high.

-This platform can be easily remove and transport to any

area of the swimming pool

-It is recommended for initiation exercises and high

competition.

Piece  $         985.00 

POOL SIDE 

PLATFORM
UI-0149

   Pool Side 

Platform
No Color

Pool side platform, made of stainless steel and non-slip

surface, measures: 2.44m x 1.22m x .10cm, .20cm, .40cm

and .50cm high.

-This platform can be easily remove and transport to any

area of the swimming pool

-It is recommended for initiation exercises and high

competition.

Piece  $         985.00 

DRYLAND 

PLATFORM
UI-0150 Dry Land Platform No Color

Dry land platform, made of reinforced PTR steel, wood

base and lined with synthetic carpet, measures

2.44mx1.22x0.40cm

-It is endorsed by FINA.

-Recommended for dry gyms are fully movable.

-Acquired for teaching exercises and pro athletes. 

Piece  $         585.00 

DRYLAND 

PLATFORM
UI-0151 Dry Land Platform No Color

Pool side platform, made of stainless steel and non-slip

surface, measures: 2.44m x 1.22m x .10cm, .20cm, .40cm

and .50cm high.

-This platform can be easily remove and transport to any

area of the swimming pool

-It is recommended for initiation exercises and high

competition.

Piece  $         585.00 

STALL BARS UI-0157 Stall Bars
Blue, red and 

beige

1.08m x 2.40m x 10cm Stall Bar for training gym,

made of high quality pine wood, polished and

edged, sealed and varnished with polyurethane,

finished in natural color, includes everything

necessary for its proper installation.

Piece  $         430.00 

STALL BARS UI-0158 Stall Bars
Blue, red and 

beige

2.16m x 2.40m x 10cm Stall Bar for training gym,

made of high quality pine wood, polished and

edged, sealed and varnished with polyurethane,

finished in natural color, includes everything

necessary for its proper installation.

Piece  $         865.00 

STALL BARS PADS UI-0161 Stall Bars Pads
Blue, red and 

beige

Stall bar pads for abdomen and lumbar of 1.20m

height x 50cm wide x 3cm thick, with special hooks

for hitch, foam covers for protection and special

vinyl of high resistance, brand Unghi-international

Piece  $           90.00 

STALL BARS PADS UI-0163 Stall Bars Pads
Blue, red and 

beige

Stall bar pads for abdomen and lumbar of 1.80m

height x 50cm wide x3cm, with special hooks for

hitch, foam covers for protection and special vinyl

of high resistance, brand Unghi-International

Piece  $           93.00 
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PODIUM UI-1017-1
Gymnastics Traing 

Podium

Blue, red and 

beige

Acrobatics podium of 12.20 m x 12.20 m, includes floor

Springs polystyrene sheet, laminated wood, heavy duty

carpet. Practical and technical uses: apparatus for

acrobatics. It improves and exercises coordination,

speed, strength, power, and biomechanics. Suitable for

beginners, intermediate and advanced teaching, as

well as for high performance.

Set  $    33,106.00 

PODIUM UI-0167
Special aerobatic 

air floor

Special aerobatic air floor with dimensions of

12mx12mx0.20m, the thickness of the fabric is 0.8 mm in

high tensile PVC, the product by technology pressure is

attached to an ultrasonic membrane, which can be

adjusted depending on the weight and strength of the

flat surface and the weight and quantity of the athletes,

includes an air pump from 500w.      

Set  $    10,188.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1079
Standard Mini-

tramp

Blue, red and 

beige

frame 126x126 cm, Jumping bed 70x70 cm, 6x6mm

nylon web bed Frame Pads, 40 springs
Piece  $         767.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1079-1
Inclined 

trampoline

Blue, red and 

beige

frame 126×126cm, jumping bed 70×70cm, 6x6mm

nylon web bed, 40 springs
Piece  $         884.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1079-2
open-end-mini-

tramp

Blue, red and 

beige

frame 120×120cm, Jumping bed 70x56 cm, 13x13

mm nylon web, 32 springs
Piece  $         767.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1095
Open-End-Mini-

tramp

Blue, red and 

beige

6x6mm nylon jumping bed, frame pads，Length:

140cm, Width: 130cm, Net: 90x64 cm, Height

adjustable between 40 and 60cm, 28 springs,

foldable

Piece  $         859.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1096
Double Mini-

tramp with roller

Blue, red and 

beige

FIG approved, Competition standard Jumping bed

285 x 92 cm, frame 340x 190 x (70+45)cm, roller
Piece  $      4,029.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1145 Jumping bed
Dimension：70x70 cm, 6x6mm nylon jumping 

bed
Piece  $         118.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1150

jumping bed for 

Open-End-Mini-

tramp

6x6 mm nylon web, jumping bed 97×69cm Piece  $         163.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1150-1

jumping bed for 

Open-End-Mini-

tramp

13x13 mm nylon web, jumping bed 70×56cm Piece  $           76.00 
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UNGHI INTERNATIONAL

MIMITRAMP UI-1152-4-P

jumping bed for 

Open-End-Mini-

tramp

6x6 mm nylon web, jumping bed 70×60cm Piece  $         102.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1163

jumping bed for 

Open-End-Mini-

tramp

Net 70x60 cm,13x13mm nylon web bed Piece  $         304.00 

MIMITRAMP UI-1158

jumping bed for 

double mini 

tramp

13x13 mm nylon web, jumping bed 285×92cm Piece  $         414.00 

SPRINGBOARD  
REMANUFACTUR
ED DURAFLEX 
AND SHORT 
STAND ONE 

METER TOWER

UI-1011
Refinish and 

remanufatured of 
springboard

sin color

We replace the non-slip surface on your dive table.
UNGHI INTRNATIONAL is a company with more than 20 years of
experience in this type of work
In order for UNGHI INTERNATIONAL to carry out the resumption of its
trampoline and to order the necessary support:
Examine your table for cracks; Examine the lower sides closely in the
fulcrum area. If there is a fault or a crack If an International UNGHI
should be indicated the approximate location and the measurement.
The remanufacturing of the table or the type is under a process that
implies the elimination of all the painting and the corrosion. We then re-
inspect the article for cracks, excessive corrosion damage, before
sending the trampoline or structure to our paint line for a new finish.
Then install new rubber channels.
UNGHI INTERNATIONAL will not do any work with the following issues:

Slots, cracks in the ribs or the surface of the trampoline.
Excessive corrosion or some kind of desperation or blow anywhere on
the board.
Structural damage to your facility, operation or any other reason.
Some previous inappropriate treatment and use of excessive material
applied to the board with paint of any kind.
In case the trampoline or the type of support needed extra material such
as gums, bolts, screws or other spare parts are quoted separately each.
All shipping costs or cargo movements
The transit time is about 5-9 business days each way, to and from South
Texas. The times of the work is 4 to 6 weeks, not counting the times of
the freight transfers.
It is important to note that this work of reviewing your team is suitable for
consolidations but it is not the responsibility of UNGHI INTERNATIONAL
if your teams can not be suitable for competitions endorsed by FINA or

another body that requires its certification for being remanufactured .

Piece  $   1,250.00 

SPRINGBOARD  

REMANUFACTURE

D DURAFLEX AND 

SHORT STAND 

ONE METER 

TOWER

UI-1013

Refinish and 

remanufatured of 

short stand

No Color

We replace the non-slip surface on your dive table.

UNGHI INTRNATIONAL is a company with more than 20 years of

experience in this type of work

In order for UNGHI INTERNATIONAL to carry out the resumption of its

trampoline and to order the necessary support:

Examine your table for cracks; Examine the lower sides closely in the

fulcrum area. If there is a fault or a crack If an International UNGHI should

be indicated the approximate location and the measurement.

The remanufacturing of the table or the type is under a process that

implies the elimination of all the painting and the corrosion. We then re-

inspect the article for cracks, excessive corrosion damage, before

sending the trampoline or structure to our paint line for a new finish. Then

install new rubber channels.

UNGHI INTERNATIONAL will not do any work with the following issues:

Slots, cracks in the ribs or the surface of the trampoline.

Excessive corrosion or some kind of desperation or blow anywhere on the

board.

Structural damage to your facility, operation or any other reason.

Some previous inappropriate treatment and use of excessive material

applied to the board with paint of any kind.

In case the trampoline or the type of support needed extra material such

as gums, bolts, screws or other spare parts are quoted separately each.

All shipping costs or cargo movements

The transit time is about 5-9 business days each way, to and from South

Texas. The times of the work is 4 to 6 weeks, not counting the times of the

freight transfers.

It is important to note that this work of reviewing your team is suitable for

consolidations but it is not the responsibility of UNGHI INTERNATIONAL if

your teams can not be suitable for competitions endorsed by FINA or

another body that requires its certification for being remanufactured .

Piece  $      1,250.00 
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SPRINGBOARD  

REMANUFACTURE

D DURAFLEX AND 

SHORT STAND 

ONE METER 

TOWER

UI-1016

Refinish and 

remanufatured of 

short stand

No Color

We replace the non-slip surface on your dive table.

UNGHI INTRNATIONAL is a company with more than 20 years of

experience in this type of work

In order for UNGHI INTERNATIONAL to carry out the resumption of its

trampoline and to order the necessary support:

Examine your table for cracks; Examine the lower sides closely in the

fulcrum area. If there is a fault or a crack If an International UNGHI should

be indicated the approximate location and the measurement.

The remanufacturing of the table or the type is under a process that

implies the elimination of all the painting and the corrosion. We then re-

inspect the article for cracks, excessive corrosion damage, before

sending the trampoline or structure to our paint line for a new finish. Then

install new rubber channels.

UNGHI INTERNATIONAL will not do any work with the following issues:

Slots, cracks in the ribs or the surface of the trampoline.

Excessive corrosion or some kind of desperation or blow anywhere on the

board.

Structural damage to your facility, operation or any other reason.

Some previous inappropriate treatment and use of excessive material

applied to the board with paint of any kind.

In case the trampoline or the type of support needed extra material such

as gums, bolts, screws or other spare parts are quoted separately each.

All shipping costs or cargo movements

The transit time is about 5-9 business days each way, to and from South

Texas. The times of the work is 4 to 6 weeks, not counting the times of the

freight transfers.

It is important to note that this work of reviewing your team is suitable for

consolidations but it is not the responsibility of UNGHI INTERNATIONAL if

your teams can not be suitable for competitions endorsed by FINA or 

Piece  $      1,250.00 

STRUCTURES FOR 

SAFETY 
UI-0110

Structures for 

safety
No Color

Contact Unghi Internacional

(unghisports@gmail.com)  to request quotation:

Prices vary depending on customer need

Piece  $                -   

STRUCTURES FOR 

SAFETY 
UI-0111

Structures for 

safety
No Color

Contact Unghi Internacional

(unghisports@gmail.com)  to request quotation:

Prices vary depending on customer need

Piece  $                -   

STRUCTURES FOR 

SAFETY 
UI-0112

Structures for 

safety
No Color

Contact Unghi Internacional

(unghisports@gmail.com)  to request quotation:

Prices vary depending on customer need

Piece  $                -   

STRUCTURES FOR 

SAFETY 
UI-0113

Structures for 

safety
No Color

Contact Unghi Internacional

(unghisports@gmail.com)  to request quotation:

Prices vary depending on customer need

Piece  $                -   

STRUCTURES FOR 

SAFETY 
UI-0114

Structures for 

safety
No Color

Contact Unghi Internacional

(unghisports@gmail.com)  to request quotation:

Prices vary depending on customer need

Piece  $                -   

STRUCTURES FOR 

SAFETY 
UI-0115

Structures for 

safety
No Color

Contact Unghi Internacional

(unghisports@gmail.com)  to request quotation:

Prices vary depending on customer need

Piece  $                -   
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UNGHI INTERNATIONAL

STRUCTURES FOR 

SAFETY 
UI-0116

Structures for 

safety
No Color

Contact Unghi Internacional

(unghisports@gmail.com)  to request quotation:

Prices vary depending on customer need

Piece  $                -   

JUDGES CHAIRS UI-WLAJC01
Movable lifeguard 

chair
No Color

This lifeguard chair is easy for one person to move

and relocate around the pool with hard rubber

wheels on the front legs.

Hard rubber wheels on the front legs allow for easy

relocation. Available in different types and

dimensions.  (Minimum order of 4 pieces).

Piece  $      1,756.00 

JUDGES CHAIRS UI-WLAJC02
Movable lifeguard 

chair
No Color

This lifeguard chair is easy for one person to move

and relocate around the pool with hard rubber

wheels on the front legs.

Hard rubber wheels on the front legs allow for easy

relocation. Available in different types and

dimensions.  (Minimum order of 4 pieces).

Piece  $      1,626.00 

JUDGES CHAIRS UI-WLAJC03
Movable lifeguard 

chair
No Color

This lifeguard chair is easy for one person to move

and relocate around the pool with hard rubber

wheels on the front legs.

Hard rubber wheels on the front legs allow for easy

relocation. Available in different types and

dimensions.  (Minimum order of 4 pieces).

Piece  $      1,497.00 

JUDGES CHAIRS UI-WLAJC04
Movable lifeguard 

chair
No Color

This lifeguard chair is easy for one person to move

and relocate around the pool with hard rubber

wheels on the front legs.

Hard rubber wheels on the front legs allow for easy

relocation. Available in different types and

dimensions.  (Minimum order of 4 pieces).

Piece  $      1,861.00 


